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Let P be a poset, and let y be a linear order type with / y 12 3. The y-deviation of P, denoted 
by y-dev P, is defined inductively as follows: (1) y-dev P= 0, if P contains no chain of order type 
y; (2) y-dev P= a, if y-dev P< a and each chain C of type y in P contains elements a and b such 
that a < b and [a, b] as an interval of P has y-deviation <(Y. There may be no ordinal (Y such that 
y-dev P= a; i.e., y-dev P does not exist. A chain is y-dense if each of its intervals contains a chain 
of order type y. If P contains a y-dense chain, then y-dev P fails to exist. If either (1) P is linearly 
ordered or (2) a chain of order type y does not contain a dense interval, then the converse holds. 
For an ordinal c, a special set S(r) is used to study wy-deviation. The depth of P, denoted by 
d(P) is the least ordinal p that does not embed in P*. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: (1) wy-dev P does not exist; (2) S(r) embeds in P; and (3) P has a subset Q of 
cardinality Xy such that ~(Q*)=w~+,. Also oy-dev P=a<wg+, if and only if l6(P*)ls XC; if 
these equivalent conditions hold, then cu[< J(P*) 5 o.~;’ ’ for all B< a. Applications are made to 
the study of chains of submodules of a module over an associative ring. 
Introduction 
A considerable amount of work has been done to relate the Krull dimension of 
a module to the length of chains of its submodules. In particular, Bass [l] worked 
on this question in the setting of commutative noetherian rings. Using the Gabriel- 
Rentschler version of Krull dimension, Gullikson [5] and Krause [8] extended Bass’s 
work to the noncommutative situation. More recently, Goodearl and Zimmermann- 
Huisgen [3] have developed non-noetherian results for their study of direct products 
of torsion modules over Ore domains. All these results are limited to the situation 
in which the Krull dimension of the module is countable. Examples are cited which 
indicate that their results cannot be extended when the Krull dimension is uncount- 
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able. We are, therefore, led to study a more general notion of Krull dimension in 
order to extend the investigation to the uncountable case. 
In [1 11, the deviation of a partially ordered set (poset) with respect to a linear 
order type y is defined. When y = o *, this is the deviation introduced by Gabriel and 
Rentschler (cf. [4]). Lemonnier [9] studied w*- and m-deviation and characterized 
posets without deviation as the posets that have a chain of order type q of the 
rational numbers. Can this characterization be extended to arbitrary y-deviation? 
We investigate this question in Section 1 and find some interesting contrasts with 
the countable case. In Section 2, our study of chain length and UC-deviation allows 
us to extend the results of Goodearl and Zimmermann-Huisgen [3]. Thus we obtain 
new information about modules that fail to have countable Krull dimension. 
Throughout this paper we employ Greek letters to denote linear order types: q is 
the order type of the rationals; w5 of the t-th initial ordinal; (Y* of the order dual 
of a; a+/? and a/? of the usual sum and product of order types; CX~ of the ordinal 
power (a, p ordinals). Unless indicated otherwise, P is a poset, I is its ordering, and 
P* is its order dual, which is again a poset. To avoid trivialities, all posets P that 
we consider are assumed to be nondiscrete. Subsets of P are necessarily posets under 
the restriction of 5. An interval of P is [a, b] = {XE P 1 asx% b}, where a, b E P and 
a< 6; if b is to be excluded, we use [a, 6). When Cc P is linearly ordered under the 
restriction of I and C has at least two elements, we call C a chain in P. We often 
identify each ordinal a with the well-ordered set of all ordinals less than cr. 
If P and Q are two posets and if f is an order-preserving injection from P into 
Q, then P is said to embed in Q; if f is bijective as well, then P and Q are said to 
be isomorphic. Two posets are termed equivalent if they embed in each other. If P 
is equivalent to Q, then P and Q have the same cardinality. We denote this by 
1PI = 1QI. We use this notation with order types: for example, X a= lo,1 for each 
ordinal cr. The depth of P, d(P), is the least ordinal /3 that does not embed in Ph. 
1. Deviation and density 
Throughout this section, let y be a linear order type and assume that 1~12 3 to 
avoid trivialities. The y-deviation of a poset P, denoted by y-dev P, is defined 
inductively as follows: (1) y-dev P=O, if P contains no chain of order type y; (2) 
y-dev P= a, if y-dev Pa CY and each chain C of type y in P contains elements a and 
b such that a< b and [a, b] as an interval of P has y-deviation less than a. It is 
possible that there is no ordinal a such that y-dev P= a, in which case we say that 
y-dev P does not exist. Our definition of y-deviation is a special case of deviation 
for finite sets of order types [ll]. If P is the lattice of submodules of a nonzero 
module M over an associative ring with identity, then o*-dev P coincides with the 
Krull dimension of M in the sense of [4]. 
It has been shown [9, Theorem 51 that q is the canonical order type that identifies 
posets without o-deviation. In this section we derive a corresponding result for 
posets without y-deviation. 
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Since the density of a set of order type v] accounts for its failure to have w- 
deviation, we begin by discussing density with respect to arbitrary order types. A 
chain is y-dense if each of its intervals contains a chain of order type y. This exten- 
sion of density is a particular case of a more general concept that was studied in [2]. 
A chain C is an qy-set if, whenever A U B c C, IA U BI < X r and a < b for all a E A 
and b E B, then there exists an x E C such that a <x< b for all a E A and b E B. The 
qy-sets were first studied by Hausdorff [6] (or see [12, Section 91). A chain C is an 
X r-universal chain if every chain of cardinality X r embeds in C. The qy-sets are 
known to be H r-universal [12, 9.221. Moreover, it follows that an q(-set is y-dense, 
whenever 1~15 X r. Consequently, a countable chain C is equivalent to an qO-set if 
and only if C is y-dense for some countable order type y. Proposition 1.11 gives an 
example to show that the latter property fails for rg-sets, when t>O. However, in 
Proposition 1.9 we are able to give a characterization of X 5-universal chains in 
terms of y-deviation for arbitrary ordinals 5. This extension of [9, Theorem 51 
results in a new characterization of qy-sets of cardinality X <. 
We begin with an easy relationship between y-deviation and y-density. 
Theorem 1.1. If the poset P contains a y-dense chain, then the y-deviation of P fails 
to exist. 
Proof. Assume that C is a y-dense chain in P. By way of contradiction, suppose that 
y-dev C= (Y. If cr#O, then C contains a chain C, of type y such that, for some 
aI, b, E Cl with a, < bl, we have y-dev[al, 6,] =(x1 <cr. If cr, #O, then [a,, b,] as an 
interval of C contains a chain C, of type y such that, for some az,b2E C2 with 
a2 < b2, we have y-dev[az, b2] = (x2 < or. Since there is no infinite descending chain 
of ordinals, we continue inductively until we obtain a finite n and a,, 6, E C,, such 
that a, < 6, and y-dev[a,, b,] = 0. Hence P contains an interval that fails to contain 
a set of order type y. But this contradicts the y-density of C. 0 
In order to consider the converse of Theorem 1.1, we need two lemmas, the first 
of which follows easily from the definition of y-deviation. 
Lemma 1.2. Let P be a linearly ordered set, and let aI, a2, a3 E P such that a, < 
a2<a3. If [a,, a21 and [a,, a31 have y-deviation, then so does [a,, a3], and 
y-dev[a,, a3] I maxi y-dev[a,, a2], y-dev[a,, a,]} + 1. 0 
Lemma 1.3. If P does not have y-deviation, then P contains a chain C of order type 
y such that an interval [a, b] of P fails to have y-deviation, whenever a, b E C. 
Proof. If P fails to contain an interval with y-deviation, we are done. Otherwise, 
let a be greater than all ordinals fi for which P contains an interval of y-deviation 
p. Since P does not have y-deviation, P contains a chain C of order type y such that 
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an interval [a, b] of P fails to have y-deviation less than a (that is, y-dev[a, 61 does 
not exist) if 4 b E C with a< b. 0 
For convenience in subsequent proofs, we introduce some terminology based on 
Lemma 1.3. If S is a subset of a given poset P, then we say that S has property (7) 
provided that, given any elements a, b ES with a< 6, the y-deviation of [a, 61 as an 
interval of P does not exist. Hence Lemma 1.3 can be restated: if P fails to have 
y-deviation, then P contains a chain of order type y with property (t). 
We can now give the converse of Theorem 1.1 for the case in which P is linearly 
ordered. 
Theorem 1.4. Let P be a linearly ordered set. Then P contains a y-dense chain if 
and only if P fails to have y-deviation. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.1, we only need to prove the ‘if’ part. We assume that 
y-dev P does not exist and construct a y-dense chain C. For convenience, we assume 
throughout the proof that all intervals considered are intervals of P. Let C,=0. 
Lemma 1.3 implies that P contains a chain C, of order type y with property (7). 
We wish to construct chains Ci (OS i< u) with the following properties: 
(1) For each x, YE Ui_ C’, with x< y, there exists a chain of order type y in C, , 
all of whose members lie in the interval [x, y]. 
(2) Uisn G has property (t). 
Assume for induction that Cc,, C,, . . . , C,, have been constructed. In order to con- 
struct C, + , , we use transfinite induction. Let 
S= (a,b)la<b; a,bE U C, . 
isn I 
Let {(a,, 6,) ) a< T} be a well-ordering of S. By Lemma 1.3 we can find a chain 
C(ao, b,) of type y such that C(ao, 6,) c [a,,, b,] and C(ao, 6,) has property (I). 
We wish to modify C(a,, 6,) to an isomorphic chain in [a,, b,] to ensure that 
D = (lJi_ C,) U C(ao, b,) has property (7). Let x, y E D with x< y. From our con- 
struction, y-dev[x, y] fails to exist if x, YE Uicn Cj or if x, y E C(a,, b,). Now sup- 
pose that instead, XE lJicn Cj and y E C(ao, 6,). If y-dev[x, y] exists, then there is no 
ZED such that x<z<y; for otherwise, either y-dev[x,z] or y-dev[z, y] exists, which 
contradicts our choice of UiSn Cj or C(a,, b,), respectively. Hence we may replace 
y by x in our chain C(ao, b,) without changing the order type of C(a,, 6,). Similarly, 
if x E C(a,, b,) and y E U ;_ C’,, we can replace x by y, whenever y-dev[x, y] exists. 
We note that, by Lemma 1.2, no two elements of C(ao, 6,) are ever replaced by the 
same element of UiSn C;. After this adjustment of C(a,, b,) to an isomorphic 
chain in [ao, b,] is completed, D has property (t) and C(a,, 6,) is still a chain of 
type y contained in [a,, b,]. 
Assume that for a</3< T, we have defined chains C(a,, b,) such that C(a,, 6,) G 
[a,, &I and 
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has property (t). By Lemma 1.3, we can find a chain C(a,, b,) of order type y such 
that C(a,, 6,) c [a,+ bll] and C(a,, bB) has property (t). Using the technique of the 
case p= 0, we can adjust C(a,, bp) to an isomorphic chain in tab, bp] such that 
(Uicn Ci) u (Ua4P C(a,,b,)) has property (t>. 
By transfinite induction, it now follows that C,,, , = U,,, C(a,, b,) satisfies the 
analogues of (1) and (2). 
Let C=Ui_ Ci. Then it follows from (1) that C is y-dense. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.4, we obtain a decomposition result for linearly 
ordered sets in terms of y-deviation. This result follows directly from a generaliza- 
tion of Hausdorff’s theorem that every linearly ordered set is either scattered or a 
dense sum of scattered sets (cf. [12, Theorem 4.91). 
Corollary 1.5. Any chain C is an ordered sum CkEKCk, where K has no interval 
with y-deviation and each C, is either a singleton or else a chain with y-deviation. 
Proof. If C does not contain a y-dense chain, then let K= {l} and C, = C. Other- 
wise, [2, Theorem 171 implies that C is the ordered sum CkEKCk, where each C, 
fails to contain a y-dense chain and K is y-dense. The result now follows immediately 
from Theorem 1.4. 0 
We conjecture that the restriction to linearly ordered sets in Theorem 1.4 is not 
necessary. One reason for this conjecture is the following result for arbitrary posets P: 
Theorem 1.6. If a chain of order type y does not contain a dense interval, then P 
contains a y-dense chain if and only if P fails to have y-deviation. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.1, we only need to prove the ‘if’ part. We assume that 
P fails to have y-deviation and construct a nested collection of chains of P that has 
a y-dense union. For convenience, we assume throughout the proof that [a, b] and 
[x, y] are intervals of P. Let C, = 0 and apply Lemma 1.3 to choose a chain Ci in 
P of order type y that has property (7). Assume that for some n, 1 <n<o, C, has 
the following properties: 
(1) C, is a chain in P with property (t). 
(2) C,_,CC,. 
(3) [a, b] fl C,, contains a chain of order type y whenever a, b E C,_ 1 and a< b. 
(4) C, contains no dense interval. 
We shall construct C, + 1 with the analogous properties. Let 
S,={(a,b)Ia<b, [a,bl~C,={a,bI). 
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For each (a, b) E S, , we apply Lemma 1.3 and the induction hypothesis to obtain a 
chain CA(a, b) c {XEP 1 a<x< 6) of order type y that has property (t). Let C,(a, b) 
be obtained from CA(a, 6) by removing the maximum and minimum points of 
CA(a, b) if either point exists. Note that for each (a,b) ES,, C,(a, b)U {a, b} con- 
tains an isomorphic copy of CL(a, b) and hence a chain of order type y; moreover, 
C,(a, b)U (a, 6) has property (7) but does not contain a dense interval. We define 
By definition C, + 1 contains C, . To see that C, + , is a chain in P with property 
(t), we let x,yEC,+l with y $x. If x and y are both in C, or both in C,(a, b) for 
some (a,b)ES,, then x<y and y-dev[x, y] does not exist, since C, and C,(a,b) are 
both chains in P with property (t). If XE C, and y E C,(a, 6) for some (a, b) E S,, 
then by definitions of S, and C,(a,b), either x<a<y or else y<b<x. But y%x; 
hence XI a <y. By the definition of Cn(a, b), [a, y] and hence [x, y] fails to have 
y-deviation. In case y E C,, and XE C,(a, b) for some (a, 6) E S, , a similar argument 
shows that x<y and that [x, y] fails to have y-deviation. Hence C,, 1 is a chain in 
P with property (t). 
To show the analog of (3) for C,,+t, let a, b E C, with a< b. Since C, contains no 
dense interval by our induction hypothesis, we may assume that (a, 6) E S,. Hence 
WlnG+, contains Cn(a, b)U {a, 6) (and hence a chain of order type y). 
To complete the inductive step, we need to show that C,, 1 does not contain 
a dense interval. Suppose to the contrary that [x, y] fl C,z+I is dense for some 
x,y~C,+~. If [x,y]nC,(a,b)=Ofor all (a,b)ES,, then [x,y]nC,=[x,y]nC,+, is 
dense, which contradicts our inductive assumption (4) for C,. On the other hand, 
if [x, y] fl Cn(a, b) is non-empty for some (a, 6) ES,, then we may assume that 
a<x<y<b, as Cn+, is a chain and [x, y] n C,, + 1 is dense. But then [x, y] fl C, + 1 C_ 
C,(a, b). Thus Cn(a, b) contains a dense interval, which is contrary to the construc- 
tion of C,(a, b). 
Having inductively obtained C, for each n < o, we let C = U,,, C,. Since the 
chains C, are nested, C is a chain. If x, y E C with x<y, then x, y E C,, for some n; 
hence [x, rl fl C,, + 1 contains a chain of order type y. Therefore, C is y-dense. 0 
Corollary 1.7. If a chain of order type y contains no dense interval, then a poset 
P has y-deviation if and only if each of its chains has y-deviation. 
Proof. Observe that P has a y-dense chain if and only if it has a chain without 
y-deviation; hence Theorem 1.6 applies. q 
It is stated in [2, p. 465, footnote] that, for an arbitrary order type y, a y-dense 
chain may be constructed by using the lexicographically ordered set of all (countably 
infinite) sequences with terms from a given chain of order type y. Our proof of 
Theorem 1.6 also provides a method of constructing similar y-dense chains. 
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Corollary 1.8. If y is an order type of infinite cardinality N , then there exists a 
y-dense chain (and hence a chain without y-deviation) of cardinality X . 
Proof. Let C, be a chain of order type 27. Since Ci contains no dense interval, we 
may apply the construction in the proof of Theorem 1.6 without appealing to 
Lemma 1.3, since our constructed chain C need not be contained in any particular 
poset. It is evident from the construction that the resulting 2y-dense chain C has 
cardinality X , and hence C is also a y-dense chain of cardinality N . Theorem 1.1 
implies that y-dev C does not exist. 0 
We are now able to give the characterizations of X -universal chains and q5-sets 
of cardinality X [. 
Proposition 1.9. A chain C fails to have y-deviation for every y of cardinality H 
if and only if C is an X -universal chain. 
Proof. There exists a y-dense chain C’ such that /C’I = X , whenever 1 y1= N . Hence 
if C is H -universal, then C’ embeds in C and y-dev C does not exist by Theorem 
1.4. On the other hand, if y-dev C does not exist for all y with / y / = X , then every 
chain of cardinality N embeds in C. Thus C is an X-universal chain. 0 
Corollary 1.10. If an qr-set embeds in the poset P, then y-dev P does not exist, 
whenever 1 y1 I H r. If there exists an r/(-set of cardinality K (, then the converse 
holds. 
Proof. Since every qy-set is a X 5-universal chain (cf. [12, 9.22]), the first statement 
holds by Proposition 1.9. For the converse, note that all q5-sets of cardinality X 5 
are isomorphic by [12, 9.231. Hence the existence of an r/<-set of cardinality X r 
implies the existence of an order type qr such that Iqt: I= X c and any chain of type 
qr is an qy-set. Thus if P fails to have y-deviation whenever 1 yl< X (, then P fails 
to have qy-deviation and must therefore contain a chain of order type qy (i.e., an 
qy-set). 0 
Remark. The existence of r/(-sets of cardinality X r for r >0 depends on the 
existence of strongly inaccessable cardinals and on the continuum hypothesis 
[12, p. 1661. 
We observe that several of the previous results can be extended to r-deviation, 
where Tis a finite set of order types as in [ll]. However, we now restrict our atten- 
tion to o[-deviation and or*-deviation, where [ is an arbitrary ordinal. Such a 
restriction is reasonable, since these order types are extensively used and provide for 
a kind of filter through which to view all posets. Furthermore, the study of 05- 
and of-deviation leads to some natural extensions of results for modules having 
Krull dimension. 
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Much of the character of or- and UJ-deviation is revealed by examining the 
lexicographically ordered set S(r) for all finite sequences of ordinals less than or. 
For convenience, let S,(r) be the lexicographically ordered set of all sequences 
of length n in S(r) for each n<o and each ordinal <. We note that, for a= 
((x1, ffz, ... 3 a,) and b=(Pl,P2,...,Pn), we have a < b if and only if either 0 < m < n 
and ai =& for all ii m or else there is a least positive integer k such that ok <& 
and ai =j?; for all i< k. 
We now list the basic properties of S(r), some of which appear in a different 
setting in [13]. Recall that B(P) is the least ordinal that does not embed in P*. 
Proposition 1.11. For any ordinal <, the chain S=S([) has each of the following 
properties :
(1) ISI = x 5. 
(2) cu,-dev S = 0 for all a > r and does not exist for any a I c. 
(3) a,-dev S*= 0 for all a>0 and we-dev S* does not exist. 
(4) 6(S) = cc), . 
(5) Wh)=q+l- 
(6) S contains an or-dense set. 
Furthermore, the dual properties hold for S”. 
Proof. (1) Since S=U,,wS,(<), ISI= X0. Xc= KY. 
(2) If a> <, then by (1) no chain of order type au, embeds in S. Hence 
w,-dev S=O. If a=<, consider the chain S,(r) of order type wt. If (p),(r) ~Sr(c) 
with /3<r, then [(P),(r)] as an interval of S contains an isomorphic copy of S, 
namely the set of all elements of S with first coordinate p. By definition, wy-dev S 
does not exist. 
(3) For any poset P, o-dev P exists if and only if w-dev P* exists [9, Corollary 61. 
Hence (2) implies that w-dev S* does not exist. On the other hand, if C is a well- 
ordered chain in S*, then C= U,,,, (CnS,*(r)). Since S,(c) is well-ordered with 
type 02, Cfl S,*(r) is finite for each n < o. Whence ICI I X e and a,-dev S* = 0 for 
all a>O. 
(4) Since o-dev S* does not exist, S* contains a set of order type q by [9, Theorem 
51 and hence of order type y, whenever 1~15 X ,,. Thus 6(S)zo,. By the dual of 
(3), o:-dev S = 0, and therefore 6(S) 5 cc)r . 
(5) As a consequence of (l), 6(S*) 5 w5+ 1. Thus it suffices to show that S con- 
tains a subset of order type a for each a < or + , . The cases for a = 0 and a = 1 being 
trivial, assume that 1 <a< wr+ l and that S contains a subset of every ordinal type 
less than a. Since l<a<we,r, we are now able to write a = CO<wc afl, where 
Osorg<a for all p<auy. For each (P)ES~(~)CS, the interval [(p),(p+l)) of S 
contains an isomorphic copy of S, namely the set of all elements of S with first term 
j3. Hence a subset of type aB embeds in [(p), (p+ 1)) for all /3<wr. Therefore, 
u/J<wL 1(P), (P+ 1)) contains a chain of type a, and hence S contains a chain of 
type a. Thus ~(S*)=O~+,. 
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(6) Theorem 1.6 and (2) imply that S contains an my-dense set; in particular, the 
subset of S consisting of all sequences not ending in 0 is my-dense. 0 
Corollary 1.12. For each ordinal [, there is a chain S such that wr-dev SI 1, but 
w,-dev S does not exist for any a<(. 
Proof. The result is trivial for < = 0; thus we assume that C; > 0. Let S be the ordered 
sum za<r S(a). Given a chain C in S of type or, each interval [a, b] of S such 
that a, be C lies entirely in CasD S(a) for some /3<(. By Proposition 1.11(l) 
IC,,,S(o)l= Kg< K<. Hence each interval [a, b] of S such that a, b E C has w(- 
deviation equal to zero. Thus by definition, mug-dev SC 1. Furthermore, w,-dev S 
does not exist for each cr<< by Proposition 1.1 l(2). 0 
A more striking consequence of Proposition 1.11 is that, for 4>0, a poset that 
has oy-deviation need not have m,r*-deviation and visa versa. This is in contrast 
with the fact that a noetherian poset P (i.e., a poset P with w-dev P= 0) must have 
o*-deviation [9, Corollary 61. We call a poset X ,-noetherian if it fails to contain 
an ascending chain of cardinality X , . 
Corollary 1.13. For any ordinal 5 2 1, there exists an X ,-noetherian poset that does 
not have og*-deviation. 
Proof. The dual of Proposition 1.1 l(4) implies that S(r)* is X ,-noetherian, while 
the dual of Proposition 1.1 l(2) implies that w%-dev S(r)* does not exist. 0 
In [ 13, 3.211, the lexicographically ordered set Zy of all a-sequences of ordinals 
less than mr with at most finitely many nonzero terms is shown to embed in any 
chain C such that ICI = X 5 and 6(C*) = w[+, . Since S(r) is equivalent to Zr, this 
result characterizes S(c). Several other characterizations of S(r) are implicit in the 
next two results. 
Theorem 1.14. The following conditions are equivalent for a chain C of cardinality 
Xc: 
(1) No interval of C has wy-deviation. 
(2) C is coy-dense. 
(3) S(r) embeds in every interval of C. 
(4) Every interval I of C satisfies 6(1*) = oTil. 
Proof. (1) = (2). This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.4. 
(2) * (3). Assume that C is my-dense. Since any interval of C is mt-dense, it suf- 
fices to show that S(r) embeds in C. Since C is wr-dense, C contains a chain C, of 
order type or. Without loss of generality, we assume that S,(r) = Ct c C. Again, 
since C is as--dense, we have that for each (CX) E S,(r), the interval [(a), (a + l)] of 
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C contains a chain C, of order type OJ(. Without loss of generality, we let C, be 
the set of ordered pairs with first coordinate (Y and second coordinate /I< or. Note 
that S,(c) = U,,,i C, G C and that St(<) U S,(r) is ordered lexicographically. Since 
C is UC-dense, we may continue this process inductively to obtain S,,(t) C_ C for 
each n<w. Thus the lexicographically ordered set S(c)= U,,, S(n) embeds in C. 
(3) = (4). Since C = N <, each interval I of C satisfies 6(1*) i or+ 1. But since 
S(r) embeds in each interval I of C, Proposition 1.1 l(5) implies that s(Z*) L OIL+, . 
(4) * (1). Each interval I of C is a chain of cardinality X 5 and S(I*) = or+, . By 
[13, 3.211 the chain Zy, which is equivalent to S(r), embeds in each interval of C; 
hence S(t) embeds in each interval of C. Thus Proposition 1.1 l(2) implies that no 
interval of C has at-deviation. 0 
Corollary 1.15. The following conditions are equivalent for any poset P: 
(1) wr-dev P does not exist. 
(2) P contains an UC-dense chain. 
(3) S(r) embeds in P. 
(4) P has a subset Q of cardinality K r such that S(Q*) = ws+, . 
Proof. (1) es (2). This is a special case of Theorem 1.6 with y=o<. 
(2) * (3). This follows immediately from Theorem 1.14. 
(3) * (4). This follows from Proposition 1.11. 
(4)*(l). Let iQl= XI and S(Q*)=cu,+t for some Qc P. By the definition of 
depth, &Q*>=q+l implies that there is a chain in Q of order type (x* for each 
a<oy+,.However, IQI=Hr<Xr+l=I{cx<wy+,laisanordinal}I,and Xy+,isa 
regular cardinal. Hence at least one chain C in Q must contain chains Cfla such 
that ~(C,$)=&<O~+~ for every a<oy+,, where lima<,,+, &=w~+,. Hence P 
contains a chain C such that ICI = X r and 6(C*) =w5+ 1. Using an argument 
similar to (4) * (1) in the proof of Theorem 1.14, we see that mr-dev C (and hence 
og-dev P) does not exist. 0 
For the final corollary in this section, we note that the linear completion of the 
chain S(r) contains the suprema of all countable sequences of the form 
((al), (or, (x2), (a,,az,%), -..), 
where ai<~~ for each i<w. Due to the lexicographic ordering, these suprema are 
distinct. Hence the cardinality of the completion of S(r) is at least XJ”. 
Corollary 1.16. If P is a complete lattice of cardinality less than Kr”, then P has 
UC-deviation. 0 
2. Deviation and depth 
The depth of a poset P and the dual notion have been studied under various 
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names (e.g., index, rank, length, and Krull ordinal). In particular, we note the exten- 
sive study on the depth of chains [13] to which we have already referred and the 
more recent work of [lo]. Our work in Section 1 indicated at several points that 
there is a close connection between the depth of chains in P and the deviations of 
P. In this section we explore this relationship for or- and cur*-deviation in detail. 
Our work unifies and extends results of several authors [3,4,9]. In particular, 
Theorem 2.10 applied to the lattice of submodules of a module results in a genera- 
lization of the main theorem of Goodearl and Zimmermann-Huisgen [3]. 
Proposition 2.1. If P is well-ordered and if a and r are ordinals, then WC-dev PI a 
if and only if d(P*)>oF. 
Proof. We proceed by induction. Note first that, since P is nondiscrete, og-dev Pz 0 
precisely when cY(P*) > 1 = w:. Now assume that the result holds for /?, whenever 
O<p< a; we shall show that it also holds for a. 
If cu(-dev P= a, then for each p< a, P contains a chain C of order type or such 
that an interval [a, b] of P has mr-deviation at least p whenever a, b E C (cf. [9, Pro- 
position 31). By induction, of embeds in each such interval [a,b] and hence 
w+Oc=w~+’ embeds in P for each p< a. Thus 0; embeds in P, since P is well- 
ordered. Hence d(P*) > OF. 
Conversely, if 8(P*) > of, then P contains a chain of order type of+’ for each 
p< a. Equivalently, for each /3< a, P contains a chain C of order type or such that 
w! embeds in [a, b], whenever a, b E C and a < 6. By induction, wy-dev[a, b] z/3 for 
each such interval [a, b] and each p < a. Hence oy-dev Ps p + 1 for all /3 < a; that 
is, mt-dev Pza. 0 
Corollary 2.2. If P is well-ordered and if a and 5 are ordinals, then oy-dev P=a 
if and only if ma<cY(P*)~oa+‘. r r 0 
If <=O, Corollary 2.2 reduces to [9, Proposition 131. Of course, the dual of 
Corollary 2.2 is valid for o;-deviation; it extends a result [4, 10.21 for modules 
with Krull dimension (i.e., c=O). More explicitly, if Q is any nonzero ordinal and 
r is any ordinal, then there is a unique expression 
where O<pj<or for all i=l,2,...,k, and OIak<ak_l<...<a, [7, p. lo]. Thus 
Corollary 2.2 may be restated in the following manner: 
Corollary 2.3. If Q> 1 and 5 are ordinals, where Q is expressed uniquely as above, 
then m(-dev Q = al and a,$-dev Q * = aI. 0 
We observe that the only use of the fact that P is well-ordered, as opposed to 
being an arbitrary poset, is explicit in the proof of Proposition 2.1 and is necessary 
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only when a is a limit ordinal. Thus we may give several extensions of Corollary 2.2. 
Corollary 2.4. If a poset P is a finite union of well-ordered chains and if (x and 5 
are ordinals, then or-dev P = a if and only if u; < 8(P*) 5 0;’ ‘. 
Proof. If orp+’ embeds in P for each ordinal p<a and a is a limit ordinal, then 
wT B+l embeds in one of the finitely many well-ordered chains for every p<cx. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let a< o and let P be an arbitrary poset. Then or-dev P = Q if and 
only if coa<a(P*)IcOa+‘. 0 r r 
Even if r= 0, Corollary 2.5 may not be extended to arbitrary ordinals a 
without modification. (See Examples A and B of [3] and p. 295 of [9].) Let 
C =... +On+On-‘+... + w* + o ’ + coo, the reverse well-ordered sum of all ordinals 
FIJI for n<o, and let B=C+C+C+..., the well-ordered sum of copies of C. As 
is essentially shown in [3], w-dev C = o and a-dev B = o + 1, but 6(C*) = o W and 
6(B*) = mu + 1. Hence Corollary 2.5 need not be valid for infinite ordinals (Y, even 
if P is a chain. These two examples actually illustrate the general pathology. By 
weakening the inequality of Corollary 2.5 to wf<G(P*)~w;+’ for all /3<a, we 
are able to include arbitrary posets P for ordinals a < UJ[+ ]. To accomplish this, we 
need several preliminary results, beginning with another corollary to Proposition 2.1. 
Corollary 2.6. If P is a poser and if (Y and < are ordinals such that or-dev P exists 
and 6(P*) > of, then wy-dev Pz a. 
Proof. If f3(P*)> co;, then P contains a well-ordered subset of type OF and 
hence a well-ordered subset Q such that S(Q*) > w:. Proposition 2.1 implies that 
a<-dev QI a; hence oy-dev PL a. 0 
Lemma 2.7. If a< b for some a, b in aposet P and if [a, b] has nonzero wy-deviation, 
then so does [a, b) and 
UC-dev[a, b] = oy-dev[a, b). 
Proof. Any chain C of type or contained in [a, b] is necessarily contained in [a, 6); 
furthermore, if x, YE C such that x<y, then [x, y] c [a, b). Hence, by definition, 
wr-dev[a, b] = oy-dev[a, 6). 0 
Lemma 2.8. Let {x~ 1 j? < wr } be a chain in P, well-ordered according to its indices, 
such that6([xp,xD+1)*)>ypforall/3<wy. Thend(P*)>l;B<~~~~5sup{YlilB<wy}. 
Proof. By the definition of depth, [xgrxp+ r) contains a subset C, of order type yg 
for each j3<or. Since C,n CD+, =0 for each P<u(, the chain UB<wE CD has 
order type Cp<wc ~g. Thus MU’*) > Cp<wc YB. 0 
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The next proposition provides a useful partial converse to Corollary 2.6 (cf. 
[9, Proposition 131 and [3, Lemma 31). 
Proposition 2.9. Zf a < Us+, and oy-dev Pla, then ~(P*)>co~ for all p<cr. 
Proof. The result holds whenever a< o by Corollary 2.5. We proceed by induction 
for cz1w. 
If (Y is a limit ordinal, then for each p< a there is an ordinal y such that p< y < a. 
Since wy-dev Pz y, we have 6(P*)>we by induction. 
If a =p+ 1 for some limit ordinal p, let B be a cofinal set for p; that is, let 
B = {pi 1 pi =c j3, i < cur } , where sup B =/I. Since a<-dev P2/3 + 1, P contains a chain 
{xi 1 i<w,}, well-ordered according to its indices, such that at-dev[xi,xi+l] >j?>p, 
for all i<or. By Lemma 2.7, or-dev[x,,x1+t)rj3>/3;. Hence, by our induction 
hypothesis, 6([xj,xi+ t)*)>wt for each i<u5. Thus Lemma 2.8 implies that 
CS(P*) > CO!. 
Finally, if Q =p+ 2 for some infinite ordinal j3, then P contains a chain 
{x, 1 i< w<}, well-ordered according to its indices such that UC-dev[xj,xi+ t] z/3+ 1 
for all i< or. Again by Lemma 2.7 and our induction hypothesis, 6([X;,Xi+ r)*) > 0; 
for all i<o(. Hence ~(P*)>u[~u~=w~+’ by L,emma 2.8. 0 
We are now able to state our main result relating the depth and deviation of a 
partially ordered set. 
Theorem 2.10. For a poset P, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) wg-dev P=~<w~+,. 
(2) IXP”)I~ Kc. 
If(l) and (2) hold, then co[<B(P*)~w~+' for all /?<a. 
Proof. Assume that (1) holds. Then Corollary 2.6 implies that 8(P*) I CO;+ ‘. Since 
lo;+’ j = Icot / . Ia + 11 = X <, it follows that IS( I X 5. 
Conversely, if IS( I K <, then 6(P*)<05+ 1. By Corollary 1.15, P has 
at-deviation. If wr-dev P2 or+, , then Proposition 2.9 implies that &(P*) > w[ for 
all p< or+ 1, and hence 8(P*) 2 or+,. However, J(P*) < wr+, by our hypothesis; 
hence or-dev P< wT + , . 
For the remainder of the result, it suffices to note that if oy-dev P=a<oy+,, 
then of<S(P*) for all /3<a by Proposition 2.9. 0 
Corollary 2.11. Let (Y be an ordinal less than CC)~,,. Zf P is a poset such that 
cOgp<~(P*)<w;+’ for all /I< (Y, then oy-dev P differs from a by at most 1. 
Proof. If a2 y + 2 and oy-dev PC y, then Theorem 2.10 implies that J(P*) I OF+ ’ 
and y + 1 < a. This contradicts the hypothesis that wf < cY(P*) for all p < a. On the 
other hand, if oy-dev Pz a+ 2, then Theorem 2.10 implies that a(P*)> CO;+ ‘,
which contradicts our hypothesis. 0 
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Note that if P has order type 2, then o” < d(P*) = 3 < m2 and w-dev P= 0. This 
example together with the posets B and C defined after Corollary 2.5 show that 
Corollary 2.11 cannot be improved for arbitrary ordinals a. 
The next two results continue a theme of Section 1: the interdependence of the 
deviation of a poset with that of its chains. 
Corollary 2.12. If P is a poset and sup{wy-dev C 1 C is a chain in P} = a< m5+, , 
then a 5 ac-dev PS a + 1. 
Proof. If a is a non-limit ordinal, then there is a chain Ci in P such that 
oy-dev C, =a. By Theorem 2.10, w[<G(C;“)loF” for all P<a. Theorem 2.10 
also implies that S(C*)< ga+’ < for every chain C in P. Hence a[< d(P*) I co;+ ’ 
for each /I < (Y. 
If (r is a limit ordinal, then for each ~<a, there is a chain C, in P such that 
wy-dev CY2 y; hence Theorem 2.10 implies that w~<S(C~) I wF+’ for all p< y. 
Since sup{G(C*) 1 C IS a chain in P} =d(P*), it follows that wf<d(P*)~w~+’ for 
all /3<a. 
Thus in either case, Corollary 2.11 implies that mug-dev PI a + 1. Hence a< 
wy-dev P<a+ 1. 0 
Corollary 2.13. If wy-dev P exists, then the folIowing statements are equivalent: 
(1) wg-devP?oy+i. 
(2) d(P*) L w <+1- 
(3) sup{ og-dev C 1 C is a chain in P} 2 or+ 1. 
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 2.10. The equivalence of 
(1) and (3) follows from Corollary 2.12. 0 
A poset has finite depth if and only if it has deviation less than 1. For posets of 
infinite depth, we may precisely determine the cardinality of this depth by means 
of the following alternative form of Theorem 2.10. 
For the proof of our next two results, we note that all the preceding results are 
easily dualized (as is the case with our subsequent results Theorem 2.14 and Cor- 
ollary 2.15 as well). 
Theorem 2.14. Let P be a poset of infinite depth. Then IS(P)1 = X r if and only if 
( is the least ordinal that satisfies each of the following equivalent statements: 
(1) o;-devP<oy+i. 
(2) sup{ o;-dev C 1 C is a chain in P} < co<+, . 
(3) of<d(P)4wF+’ for some CX<CO~,~ and all p<cz. 
Moreover, wJ-dev P differs from u by at most 1, and if oy*-dev P= 0, then 
d(P) = uuy . 
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Proof. We first observe that such an ordinal r exists, since for some ordinal p, 
IPI< XB and thus oi+,-dev P=O<og+2. The equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) 
follows from the dual of Corollary 2.13. The condition Id(P)1 = X r is equivalent to 
(1) via the dual of Theorem 2.10, provided we can show that 8(P)=oy whenever 
UT-dev P = 0. 
Let a;-dev P = 0. If r = 0, then 8(P) 1 or, since P has infinite depth. Next, let 
(~0 and suppose that 6(P)<o,. In this case, w,<6(P)<c+,+ 1 for some v<<. 
Hence there is an ordinal o< wY+ 1 such that we<is(P) 5 o;+’ for all p< cr. The 
dual of Corollary 2.11 now implies that o;-dev P<o+,+, , which is contrary to the 
minimality of 5. Thus in either case, ~(P)zw~. However, the dual of Theorem 
2.10 implies that a(P) I mr. Hence S(P) = wT whenever o$-dev P= 0. 
The remainder of the ‘moreover’ part of the theorem is the dual of Corollary 2.11. 
As much of our motivation has come from the study of modules having Krull 
dimension in the sense of [4], it is appropriate to conclude with some applications 
in that setting. Let M be a nonzero right R-module over an associative ring R with 
identity. Let the poset L, be the lattice of all submodules of M ordered by inclu- 
sion. We say that o;-dim M exists if and only if a;-dev L, exists, and we assign 
o;-dim M the value at-dev L, (cf. [ll, p. 1791). With this terminology, 
o *-dim M is the Krull dimension of M. We may now state an immediate corollary 
of Theorem 2.10 that extends the main theorem of [3]. 
Corollary 2.15. For a nonzero module M the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) ~~-dimM=a<~y+l. 
(2) l&&)1 5 x [. 
If (1) and (2) hold, then mf<B(LM)smF+’ for all P<a. q 
Of course all of the previous results and their duals may be restated in the terms 
of a module M by using the fact that L, is a poset. This allows a more comprehen- 
sive analysis than is afforded by Krull dimension alone. As an indication of such 
an analysis, we give the following concluding application: 
Proposition 2.16. If M has w;-dimension, then no factor module of M contains a 
direct sum of X r nonzero submodules. 
Proof. Let M have uy*-dimension; then each nonzero factor module of M has UT- 
dimension by [ 11,2.3]. Thus it suffices to verify that M has no direct sum of X 5 non- 
zero submodules. Suppose to the contrary that S = @ {M, 1 cx < or, 0 #Mu c M} c M. 
Let Qr be the lexicographically ordered set of all sequences of O’s and l’s that have 
a final 1 and length or. If SE Qr, let s(a) be the a-th term of s for each a< wT. 
The correspondence s ++ @ {M, 1 a < u <; s(a) = 1) for each s E Qr is an embedding 
of Qr into LM. Since Qr is an H r-universal chain by [12, 9.341, Proposition 1.9 
implies that M does not have o:-dimension, which is a contradiction. 0 
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The proof of Proposition 2.16 actually validates the conclusion whenever 1 y / I X t 
and y-dev L, exists. 
In case < = 0, the converse of Proposition 2.16 holds precisely when A4 has Gabriel 
dimension (see [4, p. 161). This is not the case in general, however, since even a 
module without Gabriel dimension has or*-dimension for some < > 0. 
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